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Not a Genuine Black Man
This one-man show, wrought from pain and rage, never
succumbs to bitterness
By Jonathan Kiefer
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It's not easy being green, but try being a black
kid in San Leandro in the early '70s. When
Brian Copeland got there -- just a few months
after the Summer of Love, he points out -- it
was one of the most viciously racist suburbs in
America. Now it's officially the most diverse.
"Take that, San Francisco," Copeland chides.
He's earned that attitude, not just for going
through his hell of growing up, but also for
extracting from it such affirmative, hilarious
stuff. Copeland's rightfully popular one-man
show, recently extended for another few weeks,
is wrought from pain and rage, but never really
succumbs to bitterness. "Is that black?" he
asks, and proves that it is. Some of his best
stereotype-busting material doesn't feel
especially new, but it does feel good. Besides,
it's the stereotypes that have passed their
expiration dates: Copeland's title comes from
an accusation recently flung at him by a cranky
listener who called in to his KGO radio program.
This show is his response. With help from
declarative lighting and David Ford's direction,
Copeland creates an affecting hybrid of the
dramatic monologue and the rollicking stand-up
act.

Details:
Through June 26
Tickets are $15-22
826-5750
www.the marsh.org
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